
2021 TOURNAMENT PACK



ASOIAF AT THE LONDON GT - THE GRAND TOURNEY

TRANSPORT OPTIONS

ASOIAF Stats and NRG are pleased to bring you The Grand Tourney, a 40 point, 6 round A Song of Ice and Fire event at the LGT, Sep 25-26th. 

 

The London GT is open from Friday the 24th of September at 13:00 until 18:00 on Sunday the 26th of September. 

 

Each day the venue will close at 23:00 and last orders at the bar will be called at 22:30 

We encourage attendees to either drive to the venue, where there is free parking, or travel via Edmonton Green and catch the W8 bus as the nearest train station 

(Ponders End) is a 15 minute walk away. 

 

By train: The nearest rail stations are Ponders End and Edmonton Green on the Liverpool Street Line. Nearest underground station is Tottenham Hale on the 

Victoria Line. Please note that Ponders End is a 15 minute walk to the venue. 

 

By bus: London Transport W8 services run to and from the complex. The W8 connects to Edmonton Green train station. 

 

Continued



 CAR PARKING

LOCKERS

By car: Leave the M25 at junction 25, follow signs for City. At the first set of tra�c lights turn left signposted to Freezywater (A1055). Continue straight along 

this road for approximately 6 miles (10kms). Follow signs for Lee Valley Leisure Complex. After a roundabout with flags, turn left at the second set of lights on to 

the complex. The campsite can be found to the rear. 

 

For sat navs please use: N9 0AR 

There are over 500 free car parking spaces at the venue, these are allocated on a first come first serve basis

A limited number of lockers are available for players to make use of at their own risk. These cost £1 per use.



List restrictions are in e�ect; players may only include models available in UK retail stores 2 weeks prior to the event start, UK retail release precludes the 

use of models released only through Kickstarter or available in other parts of the world but not currently available in the UK. On 11/09/21 (1 week before 

the list deadline) a complete list of restrictions will be made available.

All models in an army must be represented by the appropriate A Song of Ice and Fire/Dark Sword miniatures. Proxies may not be used. Conversions for 

models and/or units are acceptable, but must be readily recognizable as the model/unit in question, and must be composed primarily of A Song of Ice and 

Fire/Dark Sword miniature components. 

Painted armies are not mandatory, but strongly encouraged. Significant prizes will be awarded for multiple painting prize categories.

40 POINTS - 2 LIST FORMAT

The standard ‘2 list format’ as specified by CMON in the Tournament Guidelines, https://asoif.s3.amazonaws.com/pdf/pdf/pdf/128/

Tournament_Guidelines_v1.6.pdf, is in e�ect.  

All players must provide one Army List, and have the option for a second Army List as well. 

Neither list may be modified once the tournament has begun. 

Both Lists must be of the same faction (I.E: Both Starks, Lannisters, Neutral, etc.).

Both Lists may not exceed the maximum point value allotted by the Game Size of the event (40 Points).

Lists must be built on https://asoiaf-stats.com/builder and submitted to the tournament https://asoiaf-stats.com/tournament/5516d6a0-d47e-11eb-8186-

c389ea59e0ef by the list lock deadline (18/09/21 - 12:00).



EVENT TIMINGS

FRIDAY 24/09/21

SATURDAY 25/09/21

SUNDAY 26/09/21

List Restrictions Finalised - 11/09/21 - 12:00 

List Submission Deadline - 18/09/21 - 12:00 

Additional Warm-Up Event, timings and tickets TBC

Event Registration - 9:30 - 10:00 

Round 1 - 10:30 - 12:30 

Lunch + Painting Competition - 12:30 - 13:45 

Round 2 - 13:45 - 15:45 

Round 3 - 16:00 - 18:00

Round 4 - 9:00 - 11:00 

Round 5 - 11:15 - 13:15 

Lunch + Painting Competition - 13:15 - 14:30 

Round 6 - 14:30 - 16:30 

Announcements and Prizes - 16:30-17:00 



AWARDS AND PRIZES

Gaming awards and prizes will be given for the following categories;

Painting awards and prizes will be given for the following categories;

Overall Champion

Best Army - Must be a complete 40 point list, one of your 2 lists entered into the LGT.

2nd/3rd Place Finishers

Best Infantry/Cavalry Unit - No requirement to have been used/entered into the LGT.

Best in Faction (x8)

Best Solo/Warmachine Base - No requirement to have been used/entered into the LGT.

Best Individual Model (NCU/Attachment) - No requirement to have been used/entered into the LGT.

Best Sportsmanship

Wooden Spoon (Last Place with 6 completed games)



ASOIAF STATS

https://asoiaf-stats.com/ will be used to organise the event. 

 

All entrants must sign up for a free account on https://asoiaf-stats.com/ and sign up for the event at https://asoiaf-stats.com/tournament/5516d6a0-

d47e-11eb-8186-c389ea59e0ef with their final lists by the list deadline as specified earlier in this document. Lists, commanders and faction can be changed any 

time after signing up 

 

Lists may not be changed after the list deadline when locked by the Tournament Organiser. The lists as recorded through https://asoiaf-stats.com/ are the lists 

that players must use during the event, changes will not be permitted under any circumstances. 

 

Players are encouraged to use https://asoiaf-stats.com/ during the event to submit and verify their own games, find their next opponent, table and gamemode. 

However if this is not possible, game information and submissions can be found and made through the TO. There is no requirement to have access to and use the 

site during the event.



WHAT YOU NEED TO BRING

All players are responsible for providing all models, cards, dice, measuring devices, terrain, tokens, trays, and any other items required for play. This includes;

In the likely event that 2021 Tactics, Objective and Mission cards are not released in time for the event players must print o� the freely available materials as 

provided by CMON. 

 

The required materials can all be found at https://asoiaf.cmon.com/docs. 

 

Printed materials should be mounted onto old materials via card sleeves or similar solutions wherever possible.

O�cial CMON or Darksword models for both of your 40 point lists. Any conversions must be verified by the TO before the event.

2021 version Tactics Deck for your faction and each of your commanders.

2D Terrain as provided in ASOIAF Starter Sets, or 3rd-party replacements of identical sizing. Players must bring Terrain to cover all of their own choices as 

well as 2 Corpse Piles in the case of Feast for Crows.  

Tactics Board, 2021 version objective cards, 2021 mission cards, objective markers and tokens.

Dice and 12” distance ruler.



ROUND PAIRINGS

RULES DISPUTES

Pairings will be drawn randomly for the first round and then proceed with a Swiss Pairing System as recommended by the CMON tournament guidelines and 

implemented by https://asoiaf-stats.com/. You will not play the same opponent twice during the event and will be paired with opponents with similar tournament 

scores to yourself as the rounds progress. Players travelling together, or from the same gaming clubs are encouraged to sign up to the tournament with the exact 

same Club/A�iation through https://asoiaf-stats.com/tournament/5516d6a0-d47e-11eb-8186-c389ea59e0ef.  

 

Players will avoid being paired against opposing players from the same Club/A�liation for the first 2 rounds as provided by the https://asoiaf-stats.com/ pairing 

system, however this only works if the Club/A�liation provided is an exact match, round redraws will not be performed for players whose A�liations do not 

accurately match.

Players are encouraged to solve disputes between themselves where possible. If the players cannot agree after checking the relevant rulebook sections and any 

available up to date FAQ/Errata or o�cial CMON answer then players should call a referee for a ruling. Referee rulings are final and will not be overturned even if 

evidence is later provided that the ruling is incorrect. 

 

3rd party spectators and other players (whether impartial or not) should not be used to provide rulings or break ties if the players cannot agree. Please refrain 

from seeking or providing such rulings from uno�cial sources, instead call a referee.



TIME KEEPING

Players are requested to be at their tables on time for the start of their round. All players are required to confirm their attendance at the event during event 

registration, those who do not will not be drawn opponents for the first round. 

 

Players should be at their tables within the first 15 minutes of the round beginning. Please wait at your table for the first 15 minutes of the round and then if your 

opponent has not arrived please contact the TO. 

 

Players should not begin a new game round within the last 15 minutes of the tournament round. If that time has passed the current round will be deemed the last 

game round and at the end of the round the score will be final. Players should submit and verify the game result through https://asoiaf-stats.com/ as soon as the 

game has finished to allow the next round to be drawn. If players cannot make their own submission then they should contact the TO immediately after each 

round to submit the game result. 

 

Chess clocks are not in use for the Grand Tourney, players are expected to adhere to reasonable time keeping during the game. 2 hour rounds provide significant 

enough time to conclude a 40 point game, reports of intentional time wasting and delaying of the game for tactical purposes will be taken very seriously and can 

result in forced resignation by the TO.


